G20 India Mobile App | iOS and Android

If you are a Media Person, DAO, Delegate or want to know more about G20, download the app now!

[Download links for Google Play and App Store]
Highlights

Latest Updates

Venue Navigation

Real-time Translation
Basic Features

- Multilingual basic navigation in mobile app to support 5 UN languages and 5 other languages English, Hindi, German, Japanese and Portuguese
- Complete About G20 information
- Information for G20 India’s presidency, Logo and Theme, Host cities
- Dedicated Page/information for G20 Summit, New Delhi with leaders and their official websites
- Detailed Information about workstreams of G20 and Engagement Groups
- Complete Information of G20 Secretariat and Contact points for Engagement Groups
- G20 India’s complete event Calendar
- Virtual Tours
- Navigation
- Explore India elaborative section to highlight India
- Detailed Media and Resources for Press releases, documents, Speeches, Delegate experiences, Photos, Videos, #G20IndiaStory etc.
- Section on What’s new
- Section on Jan Bhagidari
- Registrations and Accreditations as well dashboard for select G20 users
- Latest feeds of Social media via G20 official handles.
Language Translation Services

Speech to Speech translation with enhanced view

Text to text translation with voice options

Translation made available in multiple languages

Easy usage instructions for translation services
Navigation Services

Point to Point navigation

Multiple start and end points

Option to use the QR code to scan the start point

Easy usage of navigation services at Summit Venue
Thank You!